
RC4 Wireless welcomes combined CRMS and W-DMX Offering

Long term CRMX integrator RC4 Wireless is looking forward to the combined offering from LumenRadio. 
With a product range and customer base using both CRMX and W-DMX equipment, RC4 Wireless is one 
of the manufacturers that will be able to make it easier for their customers to use Wireless DMX.

RC4 Wireless provides wireless lighting and motion technology for Theatre, Film and Television. From the heart
of Iron Man to illuminated color-changing guitars for Katy Perry, RC4 has been inside awe-inspiring
entertainment for over 20 years.

“As integrators of both Wireless Solution W-DMX and LumenRadio CRMX since their inception, we
welcome the combination of these world-class technologies into a single cross-platform system.”

– James David Smith, President and Chief Product Developer, RC4 Wireless

With the focus on user experience and industry standardization; LumenRadio has presented a unified 
technology platform creating a seamless experience for all users of Wireless DMX.

LumenRadio will provide all OEM customers with modules featuring combined W-DMX and CRMX technology.
This means that all equipment with Wireless DMX will listen to both W-DMX and CRMX at the same time, and
automatically select the protocol used by the transmitter.

“Being able to utilize one radio module that provides 100% manufacturer compatibility with both
respected brands is tremendously beneficial to everyone. We look forward to phasing out our RC4
W-DIM offerings, knowing that RC4 LumenDim devices will deliver a perfect wireless dimming
experience with any existing transmitter from either company.”

– James David Smith

With this new solution it will be possible to use either protocol to control Wireless DMX equipment, regardless if
you are using W-DMX or CRMX. The user does not have to select modes of operation or configure fixtures, all
will be automatically configured during linking.

RC4 Wireless integrates TiMo from LumenRadio into several of their products, as well as modules from Wireless
Solution. With the new offering from LumenRadio they will be able to make a firmware upgrade to offer a single
product line that works with both CRMX and W-DMX.

LumenRadio will continue to supply the Entertainment Lighting Industry with Wireless DMX under both brands,
and with one unified technology platform it is easier than ever for all users of Wireless DMX.
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